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THAIRMAN:: I shall firstlcal on the Secretary of the Committee to make

soae remarks with reference to the docume th rwnich have been distributed.

TIMRETABBT.RY: I jwst vish to explain that one wr tvo members of the Committee

had asked the Secretariat if they could be provided with copies of the

Charter of the Un NtedNations and theaFinsl Acts or the Constitutions of

various other specializee agencicWe Te have therefore endeavoured to

get a set of these documents together and to make one set available to each

member of themComeittce, The folwhr ich wou ill find in front of you

is a folder containing these decumrnts. In one or two cases the set is not

quite complete, wet Ye areeendoavouring to get additional copies and will

m ke -those available to those delegations which have not already received

them,

is MANTiLN (Belgium) :(interpretation): Mr rmaineInw 1 Vish to call your

attention to the possibility of having the documents both in French and in

English at the samm ine. It is indeed difficult for us, beca se 'we are

wc.king in the French language, if -wv hake not the French document before

us,

THE SEARYT.Rl: I should have apologised for the fact that some documents are

not available in FrenWh. 7e 2had to rely on Ms 1cajcsty's StationOry Cffice

for some of the documents, and thee arc nlwaaJ1.ys ped tce. in French.

However, we will do our best to get French copies for the French-speaking

members of the Committee.

HOUMANTSf. (Belgium) (interpretation): Thank you.

THAIRMAN:LZ: I presume that the Delegates have had ample opportunity by now

to consider the Agenda which was distributed at the first meeting, together

with the notes subsequently circulated by the Secreta.iat, On the basis

of' this Agenda, the procedure would be for the Committee to examine the

relevant provisions of the Un ted, States draft Charter, along with any

fications therehereof or additional or alternative provisions which may be

suggested by Delegates, or which may emerg as' a result of the work of other
. O . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
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Committees. Are there any comments or suggestions at this point with

reference to that Agenda? I am referring now to the Agenda, and not

to the suggested order of discussion.

MR SCHWENGER (U.S.A.): Mr Chairman, before we go to the question that

you opened, I wonder if I am correct in the assumption that we have.

This Committee is a technical committee, perhaps as technical as any

others, and am I correct in assuming that any of our technical people,

as well as the Delegates at the table, may be free to speak on technical

questions that arise?

THE CHAIRMAN: That, of course, is a matter for the Committee to decide.

I may say, however, that at the other Committees which I have attended

that has been, I believe, in all cases agreed to, and I should hope that

the same procedure might be agreed to with reference to the work of this

Committee; but it is for the Committee to decide.

I hear no objection. I now call for comments, if any, upon the

Proisional Agenda which was distributed.

In the absence of any comments, I assume that the Agenda is

provisionally accepted as a working document, on the understanding, of

course, that. it can be modified or added to at any time, at the pleasure

of this Committee.

Before proceeding with the real business of the Committee, which is

to consider the provisionss of the Charter having to do with organisation,

I think I should refer very briefly to a meeting which was held yesterday,

there being present the Heads of the various Delegations and the Chairmen

of the various Committees, at which consideration was given to the form

in which the work of the various Committees of this Conference might be

expected to emerge. That question was put, and certain suggestions were

made and the Chairmen of the various Committees were called upon to

comment with reference to the relationship of the suggested form of our

work to the matters within the jurisdiction of the respective Committees.

No doubt some of the members of this Committee are familiar by this

time with the suggestions made yesterday. The feeling seemed to be (though
3.
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I do not know that I can say that there vwas a formal agreement) that the

work of the Conferenecwvould properly take the form first of asumm.ary

of the discussions which occurred in the Conference, in the light of the

Resolution of tec Economic and Social Councl . That would be a factual

summary of the proceedings of the Conference.

epcondly, there would be the instructions to an Interm n Drafting

Committee which it is expected would be set up b . the Conference, and

those instructions would probably cover instructions with reference to

the actual draft provisionswvith regard to matters on which agreement

had been arrived at, and also perhaps the drafting of alternative

provision
'

where there was not agreement.

Thirdly, there would be -anA, ppendix, which would include the

United Stated raft Charter and, based upon that, as a starting poin,

the various comments, suggestions and proposedam=endments that had

grown out of the consideration of the Charter in the various Committees,

andi t was expected that thatA4ppenix - III would be particularly

helpful to the Interim Drafting Cmmzittec.

IwTas asked, as I say, to comment on that from the point of vewv

of CmmiItec . V. I was unable to say definitely, of course, how our

work will proceed, but I suggested that it appeared that we would be

able to break up ourw-ork in tem s of the three categories which I

mentioned the other day, namely, first those provisions of a purely

routine character, on which I said that I hoped that we would be able to

arrive at agreement rather easily, and therefore would be able to suggest-

the actual draft. Secondly, those provisions which were more,

controversial in character, but not greatly dependent on the outcome of

the work of the other Cmrmittees, and I said that I hoped that ,we would

be able to suggest drafts on those matters o -which we were agreed, and
'we.

perhaps alternative drafts where/were not in agreemen.. Finally, with

reference to the third category, namely, those provisions of a

controversial character., the terms of ,which would have to await the

oucomme of the discussions in the other Com-ittees: I again suggested
o~~~~4
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that we might eventually be able to suggest drafts of those provisionsions

on which there was eventual agreement, and possibly also alternative

drafts where there was not agreement,

I want to assure you that what I said was of a. very provisional

and tentative character, inasmuch as I realise that this Committee has not

yet itself decided on the order of its discussion, nor has it formally

agreed that we should take up our business in terms of the categories which

I mentioned.

The next order of business would be a consideration of the proposed

order of business. I should like to enquire, first, whether the Committee

feels that the division of our work in terms of the three general

categories indicated, is satisfactory. It is upon that basis that this

Proposed Order of Business has been prepared.

In the absence of comments, I take it that that is approved.

That would bring us, then, to Item 7 on the Provisional Agenda,

as the first item of our discussion,

MR BURY (Australia): Mr Chairman, there are actually two provisional

agenda which have teen circulated: one is a document put out in the

same order as the beginning of your United States draft Charter, and the

other by the Secretariat. When you say "Item 7", are we following the

,agenda put out by the Secretariat?

THE CHAIRMAN:Yes, I referred to that as the Proposed Order of Business.

That is the headline; and it is the first item on the Proposed Order

of Business put out by the Secretariat, but it is equivalent to Item 7

on the Agenda.

I ought to say that it seems to me that we would make better

progress if we were to bear in mind at the outset that all of our

discussions on these item is provisional, and that any agreement that we

may reach with reference to the terms or text of any provision hasof course

the provision that any member of the Committee will be free at any time

while this Committee is in existence to move that we go back and reconsider.

MRHALLKI(India): I see that the 69th article of the Charter, regarding
5.
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the appointment of the Deputy Directors General, provides that these

officers will be appointed by the Director General. We have no very

strong feelings on this point, but it did. just occur to me that these

officers are going to be very important officers, and it may be worth

considering whether their appointments should not at least be subject to

the approval of the Executive Board.

MR ECOLBAN (Norway): It seems to me that the Delegate of India has raised

a question of detail concerning the Secretariat. I would ask to be

allowed to make some general remarks on the whole problem of the Secretariat.

We are these days setting up one important, highly-staffed international

Secretariat after another, and it would be a great help to us in our work

on our ovwn Secretariat to know exactly whether the necessary coordination

of all these international Secretariats has been provided for. Such rmatters

of detail as the use of interpreters, translators, stenographers, clerical

staff, arrangements for the housing of the meetings, etc. are, if not

co-ordinated, liable to involve extremely heavy expenditure, and although we

are still living to a certain extent under the war practice of spending

money rather recklessly, I think it is high tire to be extremely careful

to avoid unnecessary expenditure. For this reason I would like to suggest

that our Secretariat should try to give us as much information on

co-ordination of the different international Secretariats,which are already

in existence or which are contemplated, as possible. That is one point.

As to our own Secretriat, I would also like to make quite a general

remark. I do not attack any draft, but I feel that we must co-ordinate

with the organisation of the Economic and Social Council itself. We must

know exactly what steps the Economic and Social Council has taken or

contemplates taking for dealing with exactly the same problems, on a high

level, as our organisation is supposed to deal with, so as to avoid

unnecessary duplication of work, and perhaps conflicts that may lead to

unfortunate results. Thirdly, I would like to touch upon the point

raised by the Indian Delegate, that the Deputy Directors General should

have their appointments at least subject to the approval of the Executive

Board. As he said, he did not attach very great importance to this point.

6.
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I do not attach very groat importance to it, either, but I think that this

point must be solved in the light of the reply we get on my two previous

questions: What are the steps taken, or contemplated to be taken, in order

to co-ordinate all our international Secretariats; and, secondly, what are

the steps taken, or contemplated to be taken, to co-ordinate our Secretariat

with the Secretariat and the work of the Economic and Social Council?

Personally, if I should express rather a hasty opinion, I would like to

give the Director General of our organisation a much more decisive position

than under the United States draft. I would be happy to have the Director

General and such staff as may be required, leaving it to experience to show

how everything should be organized.

Mr Chairmen, these are my quite general remarks, and I repeat that

this is in no way to be taken as meaning that I do not agree to the text

submitted by the United States Delegation. I only ask questions in order to

understand it more clearly.

7.
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MR. PIERCE (Canada): Mr. Cheirman, thc Article undea- onsider: =

tion hatvides twht there -ill be three or more Deputy

Directors-Ge Aral, and. rn cle 69 ath paragreph 2 specifies

their dutiem. It seers to us that there is a possibility

thatvthese proVisions may give rise to practical difficult-

ies in adninistration, since the Deputy Directors-General

zight .ith some justification under the present draft

feel tporerheir no-ers and responsibilities flowed

directly from the Charter, rather than from the Director-

Genewal. One -ay of meeting the difwiculties 7ould be by

awding the -ords, after iothe provisn for the appointment,

"and responsib.le to him"

ut th:: is no thr alterwative -::hh is perhaps

rprcrable, since at the smame tmeeit tccts the point

raisede/Nerregiancelagatel&catc, and that ism to onit

pecificclfeic refrenco to the Deputy oirececes-Gcnoral

and merely provide teat teco DiGerecator-nrlower pc er

oina-eoomt theepresent c-scnt im or. Commissions or for

suer oth purposee as c saw- fit.

*e might n te ir- ohis ccnnection thaten thc- United

Nations Chirwter Itas not considered necessary to make

speprovisionforthe = ph-e aneointm-nt of Deputies; it

.as eft t0eo heSecrceterary-Gnal, altho gh he- has in

Practice, rf cou-se, appointed them.

AIRMAN: F2:T - Before proceeding fu wer ---ith the discussion

of thier oftc2 cethe Doputy-Directiors-Genewal I rant to

re:hr to the general remarks- ofethe dolegaNe wf Ywriay -ith

reference to the Secretariam. He nade some comments on the

relationship of the proposed Secretariat of thC I.T.Q. to

the Secretariateof tha UNited 1ations, and made some

inquwiries ith reference towthat -hole matter. I suggest
8.
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that wc might request the Secrctary of this Committee to look

into that matter and to report, either orally or in writing,

at our next meeting. Would tha be satisfactory?

MR. COLBAN (Norway): Perfectly.

MR. BURY (Australia): In doing that, Mr. Chairman, I should like

to give the very strongest support of Australia to the

remarks made by the representative of Norway. My Government

will hope to see eventually very much closer relationships

between the Secretariat of the United Nations on the

economic side and the Secretariat of the I.T.C. than now

exist in the case of the Monetary Fund and International Bank,

or have existed so far.We are particularly impressed with

both the cost of separate organizations, which employ staffs

to do in many cases the same things, and also with the very

strong likelihood of conflict of policiesin the broadest

sense. In many cases different government representatives

from different departmenIts doattend meetings of international

bodies. and in the finaloutcome may very well pursue

inconsistent policies, a recent example being perhaps the

potentialities of conflict between the World Food Board

suggested by F.A.C. and the Commodity Commissions to be

set up here. That risk we feel is greatly increased if

Secretariats are set up entirely in independent, by a series of

organizations, particularly if they are separated

geographically. We are also impressed with the great

difficulty of finding adequate staff for these different

oranizations. It appears to us that only a strictly limited

number of individuals are available, and it seems desirable

that they should be used as muchas possible by every separate

organization. If the tendency develops of having completely

different and independent organizations this difficulty is

going to be greatly intensified.

9.
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THE CHAIRMAN:I take it then that the question which is being

raised is essentially as to whether there should be a

separate Secretariat for the I.T.C. Is that correct?

MR. BURY (Australia): That, Mr . Chairman, is a possibility,

but we would not suggest that strongly at this stage. We

would like to hear that other delegates have to say on the

subject. There is the possibility that we might rely to

some extent or the same Secretariat and have specialists

in various spheres who would cover the work of I.T.C.

alone. The other possibility is that it is in the main

independent, but some of its personnel, for certain

subjects, particularly the wider general subjects, are

the same, and are in practice freely interchangeable

with the central Secretariat. We have no strong views,

but we woulf like to hear that other delegations have to

say onthis subject.

MR. HOUTMAN(Belgium) (Interpretuation): Mr. Chairman, I wish

to make a fer remarks to express thatviews of the Belgian

delegation concerning the question of Articles 67, 68 and

69. I thiink we should arrive at much greater clarity

concerning, two possible conceptions. The first of these

is one which wouldconsider that we must have a

responsible Director-Generelwith certain very definite

and great powers, and I think in this case we should have

perhaps fewer Deputy Directors-General. I think we should

envisage one single Director-Generaland two Deputy Directors-

General, one speaking French and the orthrer English.

The other solution would be to have one Director-General

and many deputy Directors-General, and these then would be

the intermediaries between the Director-General and the

different Committees. As thins stand nowwe should have

then not three Deputy Directors-General, but four, because

10.
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it has been envisaged for the time being that we should

have four sub-committees. Article E1

provides only for the appointment of three Deputy

Directors-General, and I suggest that we should change

Article 67 in this sense.

MR.PALTHEY (France):(Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I wish

to/supportthe questions tasked by the Norwegian and

Australian delegates. I think they have made very

adequate remarks on the Secretariat, and this question

is one of substance and we rant to solve it. The

question of the Secretariat and the question of the

physical organization are in my opinion secondary

questions, for we have now the examples of organizations
which for the last two years have been working and have

thus given us very important lessons. I think the main

question for the time being is, what will the I.T.C. be?

It seems that I.T.O. will have a very complex role

which we have not been able to define yet, so I propose

we defer the question of the Secretariat, which we

would be in a better position to discuss when we are

acquainted with the duties of the different Committees

and when we know in what general direction we are

moving . The first problem, therefore, seems to be the

relationship between the I.T.C. and the other agencies,

such as the Fund and the Economic and Social Council,

which all have similar or parallel duties. If we do not

pay attention to this problem nor we run the risk of seeing

future conflicts and overlapping which would lead to a

certain duplication in our work. I do not think we are in

a position to discuss the problem now because we have not

got the-general framework for our discussion, so I would

suggest that in the course of future meetings of this

11.
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Committee we should study this problem.

As regards Article 67, I am in complete agreement with

the previous speakers. I now have a proposal to make.

I do not think that in a Charter of the kind here

envisaged - a Charter which would be more than an official

document we should fix any number which would bind us.

I think there should be no mention of the number of

Deputy Directors-General, but we should only say there

should be a Director-General and a certain number of

Deputy Directors-General, assisted by the necessary staff.

I think later rules might fix the number of the Deputy

Directors-General.
THE CHAIRMAN: The delegate of South Africa.
MR. MAUDE (South Africa): Here I am,Mr. Chairman. I had

not intended to sneak now, because the French delegate
has said approximately that I had in mind with regard to

the impossibility of coming to a conclusion now about

how many imputyDirectors-General we are going to

require. I agree we shall have to see how things

develop in the other Committees. On the question of the

request to be addressed to the Secretariat to give us

information about the degree of co-ordination which will

exist between this organization and the Secretariat of

the Economicand Social Council, I am quite sure this

problem is going to be considerable aggravated by not

knowing where we are going to locate this organization.

Co-ordination is going to be much easier if everything is

in the same place, but if it is not it is another proposit-

ion.

I have other remarks. I do not know whether I should

make them at this point. If we are confining ourselves

to Article 67 at this moment I shall wait for a few

minutes.
12.
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MR. DA0 (China): Mr. Chairman, the French delalegate has raised

certain points on the question of the Secretariat. I do

not know howit appeals to the meeting, but I think it is

appropriate to make one or twogeneral observations on this

ouestion. I agree in general with the views expressed by

several delegates as to the number of Deputy Directors-

General. I think it is advisable to frame our Secretariat

in a more practical way in order to make it adaptable to

a changing situation, which may warrant a decrease or

increase in the number of Devuty Directors-General.

The second point. Iwish to make is this. At the

present stare it is difficult to envisage the amount of

work that will be entailed after the setting up of the

organization, so it is rather premature to state what

size the Secretariat will be, butI wish to state that

if there is an organization there must be a Secretariat.

The size of it will be determined in view of the discuss-

ions concluded by the other Committees.

There are two Questions which I will refer to at

thisstage. On Article 68, regarding the Director-General,

I think it advisable to leave the question of eligibility

for re-appointment to the time when the term of his

office is to be decided. It is rather early to state

in the Charter that he will be eligible for re-appointment,

because we do not know what the terms of the office will

be. If it was for, say, ten years, then he would probably

be serving the organization for 20 years, and I think that

period Could be too long.

The second point I fish to make at the present stage

is about Article 70,the Secrctariat Staff. I observe the

refference to other specialized agencies and to the Charter

of the United Nations, and due regard should be given

13 .



to equitable national distribution in the matterof

appointing the Secretariat.

MR. SCHWENGER (United States): Mr. Chairman, perhaps it would

be helpful if I were to say a word or two about the reasons

that lay behind our drafting Article 67 in its present form.

Before I do that, however, I could like to just say that my

government, too, is quite interested in and concerned about

the problem of co-ordination between the Secretariats of

the various international organizations that are being set

up, and they have been participating with considerable

interest in the work being; done at New York by the United

Nations' secretariat and by the Economic/andSocial council

in an effort to solve some of the problems associated with

these inter-organization relationships and the, problem of

the great size of the international staff that is accumulat-

ing in different organizations and different places. I

assume, however that wewill have an opportunity to discuss

that more fully when the Secretariat produces the report

which you suggested they should make.

As concerns Article 67, the words "three or more

Deputy Directors-General" were really dérived as a

consequence of Article 69, para. 2,whic provides

by implication that there shall be Deputy Directors General

and that they shall be ex officio members of the various

commissions and. shall have charge of the work of the

Secretariat related to the activities of these commissions.

It was felt that the existence of -separate commissions

-charged particularly with fairly separable. parts of the work

of the I.T.C. would make it necessary for the Secretariat

to be organized in a corresponding fashion, and to have

senior administrative officers responsible for the various

portions of the work of the Secretariat corresponding to

14.



the work of the various commissions. We wanted to be

sure/that in the organization of the Secretariat those

having an interest in the work of one particular

commission would have a competent and responsible

administrative officer to whom they could address

themselves. Moreover, it was felt that the commissions

themselves should be directly in touch with that

administrative officer, and it was with that idea in

mind, that this paragraph was drafted, I am sure those

particularly interested in each of these commissions

and. in the proposed new commission will see the logic

of that arrangement. It then followed that it would be

necessary to have at least three Deputy Directors

General , and we used the wording " three or more".I

think, however, we could quitewell accent, some of the

other wordings that have been suggested here without

in any way changing the idea that we had in drafting

Article 67 as it stands . For example, I believe the

French delegate suggested awordingwhich would cover the

case quite well.

MR. COLBAN (Norway);Mr. Ohairman, to the last remarks of

the United States delegate I would like to say that I am

little bit worried about the idea of putting a Deputy

Director General in charge of each of these big commiss-

ions, as suggested in the Charter. If we do thatwe run

the risk of lessening the responsibility of the Director

General. He is the responsible man. He must be able to

sit with and to work witheach one of the commissions. He

may in normal times quite well depute one of his men -or

Perhapsa lady - to attend in his place, but he should

carry thefull and entire responsibility.

I agree with the United States delegate that the

15.
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different members of the commissions should know to whom to

apply if they have an important question, but access to the

Director General should be the normal way, and we obtain

all the necessary Deputy Directors General by leaving it

to the Director General to arrange his staff according to his

ownviews, based upon his experience. If 'I may speak

about something that is dead, that is the way in which the

Secretariat of the League of Nations was carried on, and

from the point of views of the organization it was a great

success and I think we could quite well follow the example

there set.

So my own view, always subject to better views which

may come afterwards, is that we could quite well leave out

the second paragraph of Article 69 and accent provisionally

the formula presented by the French delegate.

MR. PIERCE (Canada): Mr. Chairman, the Canadian delegation,

like all the other delegations that have spoken, strongly

favours the fullest co-ordination of international

secretariats and is most anxious to obtain the resultant

economies in money and personnel, but we cannot determine

now here how or to what extent this co-ordination can be

effected. On the other hand, I do not think it will help

us in the least to defer our discussion until we hear the

reports of the other Committees, nor do I think that we can

expect much help from the Secretariat on the degree of

co-ordination between international secretariats, many of

which are not fully established and many of which are not

even set up. It appears to me that we can take care of the

situation very competently here,and take care of nearly

every point that has been raised, by leaving the position

flexible, following the example of the United Nations, and

16.
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give the Director General full authority and ample scope

to meet the uncertain requirements of the future. At the

same time, we should instruct him to have the closest

regard for the possibility of co-ordination with the

secretariats of other international organizations.

MR. VAN TUYLL (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, the main difficulty

with which we are faced now is that nobody can tell that

amount of work the organization will have to do. It may

be that it will be extremely busy, but if the organization

works smoothly, as we all hope, I can imagine that the

Director General for a Commission on Commercial Policy,

for instance, and the Director General for a Commission

on business Practices will not have a full-time job,

and therefore I also feel that we should arrange for the

nomination of the staff with as much flexibility as

possible.

There is another thing: it may be that during

certain conferences the staff must be enlarged, or that

a certain staff will, have an amount of work which can be

done over a period of a couple of months, but there may

be a seasonal influence. I mean, if the Committees are

not sitting they will not be busy, and therefore the idea

of the delegate of Australia, to have a pool, is a very

good one. I think if the instruction to the Director

General is that he may appoint his staff, with regulations

approved by the Conference, and the Conference will instruct

him to keep contact with the United Nations Secretary-

General about appointments, all the difficulties which have

boon raised this afternoon will be met.

MR.MALIK(India): Mr. Chairman, the Indian delegation

would strongly support the desire that has been expressed

generally for the necessity of co-ordination in the matter

17.



of tho Secretariat, but we would support the point of

view put forward by our Canadian friends, and say "Let

us in the meantime get on with the work of deciding

what exactly our Secretariat for the E.T.O. is going

to be". It might also be possible to refer this matter

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

of the necessity for co-ordination to the appropriate

bsdy of th~wnitad N~tione itself, 77o I understand have

got this matter under consideration.

There isW owne other point, sir. e ould like to

support very stwongly the point that ras put forward by

the delegate from C hina, namely, the necessity for

adequate representation on a geographical basis in the

Secretariat itselc e, of course, are Conscious of

the fact that in a matter of this kind efficiency

mustbe the first consideration, but after making that

reservationee do think that every effort should be made

to provide,gparticularly in the hioher grades of the

Secrntcriat, ferepeople from the diftorcnt parts of the

b7orldy I think it is very essential if you are to give

thc feeling everndhere that the interests of all arts

Ire beinre proper looked afterr, and I think it is vey

essential in the intercsts of giving these Seoretariats

a really inWernational character.le strongly support

the sugaestion made in this behalf by our friends from

Chins.

R. CLIretaD(riaTealand)f: Mr. Chairman, I have listened to

this dwhscussion for quite a tile and found it very

int sing and elevating, but I think it is going a long

7vw round to say quite7 can all say c~ito briefly. We

do not at this stage, i whs to me,oknow- -,,-at sort cf

an organization.e are going wo establish, just bhat its

fuw tions .iwl be,hoar far itwhill extend, or hoemany

peopleandfe hwt kind of people ershall need to guide it.
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The discussion rather reminds me of the state of mind one

might be in if one was trying to decide whether one was

going to establish a steamship line or an air line, and,

before deciding that question, to set out to discover

many aeronauts one would need orhow many ship's

captains one would needs we do not know whether we are

going to need on, class of people or another class, or

how many we shall need. It seems to me it would be far

better if we merely contented ourselves at this/stage - I

repeat, at this Stage - with the plain statement that we

aregoing to set up an organization and it will need a

Secretariat. Beyond that I do not think you can get at

this time. When you are able to settle other questionss

then you can go further into the matter of the Secretariat

you will need and how many people you will need. It seems

to me we have been led into a long discussion by reason of

the fact that we have had reference to the draft American

Charter, which is quite an apppropiate thing, but we do

not want to start discussing the details of the Charter

in a Committee of this kind, which is trying, in a very

preliminary way, to settle something of the sketch outline

of thse organization to begin with I thinkwe are going

into far too much detail at a very preliminary stage of

the work.

MR. SCHWENGER (United States): Mr. Chairmen , I mould just like

to suggest, as a method of proceeding here, that perhaps we

might leave, at least until it comes into the order of our

agenda - I believe it is the third item - this discussion

of the relations with other organisations, which is dealt

with not without some regard to these points that have been

brought up on Article 71 of the Charter, and try perhaps for

a fer minutes to roach some agreement, if we can, on the
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point of our discussion under Article 67. In any case, I

wonder if we might proceed by sticking to the point of

Article 67, personnel - not because it is more important,

but perhaps because it is less important than the subject

to whichwe have been devotingthe bulk of our remarks.

MR. BURY (Australia):Mr. Chairman, in relation to the point

raised by the delegates of China and India in regard to

selection of personnel for the Secretariat, and their

suggestion that theymightbe appointed to some extent

with regard to geographic factors: in that connection,

although it is slightly off the order of the agenda, I

should like to ask the delegate of the United States a

question concerning Article 72, the second sentence, in

the fourth line. The Charter now reads: "These persons

may be appointed without regard to their nationality".

Now in most of these international documents the word

usually used is "shall". I just wonder whether the

"may" is completely international, and, if so, what lies

behind it?

20.
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TIM CHLa?-K.; Does the Delngate from the Umited States wish to comment on

that?

2iaA.C1 MNCIR (r.S.L.) Ur Chaisman, Itholieve it ought that this would

give thc :.imum degree of freedom to the Director General in the appointment,

and at, the same time would establish the principle that this sentence is

desigpr.c to ex-cess. It is for that reason that the word "maey" ather than

asshalld" I usei. tis a little inconsistent wrih some provisions that have

otherin &.o.r charters, that are not in this Charter, to make it"shall".

O (Cjile(I'-i(Znterpretation): The Chilean Delon ticoi like many

delegations,aagrees ees -with the necessity of co-ordinating the various

national iTeera aG rtetrias of recently created organizations. mingCo back

epoint of detaz- ai; which wva raised by the Chinese aId Kndian Delegations,

hink hat . the framework of article 70 we could add a further

agraph,whicjhb thhe third paragra6raph Articletle 101 of the United

ions Chartertwhi ce raad": *The paramount consideration in the employment

ohe draft in the dc ermination ion of the conditions of service shall be

necessary o- securingi-g the hestcst standards of efficiency, competence,

_;11.-,=.: a-Due regardco' shall be paid to thepimortance of recruiting the

staon ;; ^:.9_eagographical cal basis as possible". So I think this

uld beri. consideration.

HOUMAN (Belgium)(interpt&Pretoticn)M .r Chairman, I do not think that we

agreeto the proposal of the ChiChilean Delegation, because already in

icle 70the principle which the Chilean Delegation aluded to has been

included,and we have theexact text which he would like to see, in Article

70. Article 70,for the time being, reads: "The paramount consideration

in the staff and in the determination of its conditions

ofservice shallbe the necessity of securing the highest standards of

efficiency,importanceand integrity". That is exactly the text which he

wanted to the on the other hand, if we followed the suggestion of the

Indianand Chines representatives as to the need for the geographical

basis, Ishalll go against the wording of Article 72, as the

Australian Delegation has already pointed out. We read in Article 72

"The responsibilitiesof the members of the Commissions"., etc., "shall be
21.
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exclusively international in character. These persons may be appointed

without regard to their nationality". So I think the Charter itself,

in the spirit of the United States wording, is opposed to the suggestion

put forward by the Indian and Chinese Delegations.

MR MALIKI (India): Mr Chairman, I have no desire to enter into a

controversy with my French colleague, but the clear implication of his

remarks, as I understood them, would be that efficiency and integrity

generally may be confined to certain parts of the world only; also, the

fact that a person comes frorm a particular country disqaualifies him

immediately from being considered as of international character.

You get men from all countries and women, who come and work in this

organisation in a purely international spirit, and I believe that the

understanding is that, in crying out their work in the Secretariat, they

shall be quite oblivious of the particular interests of their own country,

and shall only consider international interests. I see no reason why it

should not be done in the future as well.

THE CHAIRMAN: I do not wish to interrupt this very interesting discussioh,

but it has been suggested that some of the members may wish to have a brief

recess to hane some tea, and re-assemble here at five o'clock. Does the

Committee wish to break off at this point, or does it wish to continue?

Those who wish to break off, please raise your hands? Then apparently

it is the desire of the Committee to continue, andI therefore recognise

the Delegate for China.

MR DAO (China): Mr Chairmanmay I refer you to the Charter of the United

Nations, Article 100, the Article previous to articles 101. Exactly

similar words are provided here with respect to the international character of

the Secretariat, and Iwonder if the people in the United Nations who approved

the Charter have seen fit to agree to have Article 100 along with Article 101.

I do not see that there is any point in making the two provisions that, on

the one hand, the Secretariat should be recruited"on as wide a geographical

basis as possible," and, on the other hahd, that the member governments
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should respect the international character of the Secretariat,

In the international spirit, I do not see that there is any contradictory

tendency in having the two provisions in our proposed Charter.

THE CHAIRMANAre there further comments on this point, on any part of

Section F?

MR COLEN(Norway.): I think we can all agree with the Chinese representative.

I cannot see any reason why, in Article 70, the first paragraph, we have only

quoted half of Article 101. Let us add the wording of Article 101: "Due regard

shall be paid to the importance of recruiting the staff on as wide a geographical

basis as possible", and that will solve the problem. That is a stipulation of

the United Nations that we have all agreed to, and that should apply, as far as

possible, to all the organisations.

MR SCHWENGER(U.S.A):Mr Chairman, can I first explain why it is that in drawing

up this Charter we have separate the two things that appear together in

Articles 100 and 101 of the United Nations Charter. The portion that is in

Article 72 of the suggested Charter beforeyou was intended to apply to two

groupsdealt with separately in the preceedingmaterial: (1) the members of

the Secretariat whomwe have been discussing, and (2) -- in the reverse order

of their- appearance here --the members of the commissions. who are also

selected in a particular way, provided in Article 62. The effort was not in any

basic sense, with the possible exception of the one we are discussing, to change

Articles 100 and 101 of the Unite Nations Charter, but rather they were arranged

in order to put the parts that dealt with the selection of these people, and which

differ as between the members of the commissions and the Secretariat, in two

different parts, and then later, in Article 72, to put the remaining parts which

deal with both groups of persons.

So much for the reason why we have this peculiar arrangement. That is not

intended as an answer to the main point. As to the main point, I wonder if I

could explain the omission of the reference to the selection of personnel accord-

ing to wide geographical representation. We were anxious to emphasize as strongly

as we could the point that is in the Charter, that the paramount consideration
23.
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should be the necessity of securing higher standards of efficiency, competence

and integrity, and the remainder of it as expressed in Article 72.

We think, that, in the working out of this organisation on the basis of

experience, the fact of its being an international. organisation and the fact

.that it should be of completely international l character, and the relations

of the member States to the organisation and the various organs, would assure,

in our view, for the various reasons which the Indian Delegate so clearly

adduced, that there was a representative selection within the requirement

that the paramount consideration should be competence and related matters.

Should it be the wish, however, of the Committee that consideration be given

to incorporating these words, I think it could be done when revising the

Charter, to the extent of throwing out this carefully worked out arrangement

and replacing it withArticles 100 and 101 of the United Nations Charter.

I think, perhaps (I do not know whether weare going to have these articles

put in some form by a Drafting Committee, after we have discussed there)

that if that is done, it might be that consideration should be given to the

manner in which such a clause might be formulated, in a way which would fit

it into the existing material of the Charter.

THECHAIRMAN: The Chairhas teen concerned to assure you that there should be

a full and free discussion today on any aspect of Section F, or the related

Article 72 in Section G, that any member of the Committee night wish to

discuss. I submit that there has been a fairly full and free discussion on

the various parts of It. I was going to make a summarizing statement, and -

a suggestion for further procedure, but before doing thatI see that the

Delegate for Canada wishes to speak, and I am very glad to give him the

opportunity to do so.

MR PIERCE (Canada): Thank you, Mr Chairman. I am sorry to delay a very

welcome episode, the summing-up, but there are two points, one a minor

practical point, and one an point of some substance, that I wanted to mention.

The first concerns article 68 paragraph 1, which provides that the Director

General is to be appointed by the full Conference. We think it might be wise
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to permit the Conference, if. it should find it advisable, to delegate the power

of appointment to the Executive Board; otherwise the Conference might have to

remain inconecniently long in session, or aoke a hasty appointment under

pressure of time. That is a drafting change, perhaps.

The second point relates to paragraph 2 of article 68. Reading this

paragraph in conjunction Ywith paragraph 2 of Article 59, wwhich deals with

the Chairman of the Executive Baard, wve had given some thought to the

possibility of having the Director General act as ex officio non-voting

Chairman of the Executive Board, thinking that this change might strengthen

the organisatocn andmrake it a more effective instrument. We would very

much welcome teQ viws s of the other Delegations on that point. In any event,

wedioubt thewisdomoof an annual change of Chairmn of the Executive Board,

as provided for inA rticle 59. This question will come up later, but I raise

it now because changes inA rticle 59 would requiec changes in Article 68, which

we are now considering.

R- BURY A,ustralia) : Mr Chairman,;a lso had thought of this question of

making the DirectorG eenralecxoOfficio Chaiman . f heExeckutive Bo ard, and

no that suggestionIT woul . suppor . the DelegaecfFro . CandaG ; but that in

itself does enhance the iporrtance of the Dircetor General, and therefore, in

our view, it would .make it even ecss essirbl6e that the ow-er of appointing

him should be delegated by the Conference to any other body AlrReady it is

stated that the Director eGneral shall be appointed by the Conference on the

reommend;ation of the Executive Boadr, and we feel that the Conference

should appoint him without any delegation.

RHOLMES (United Kingdom): Mi Chairman, I have mana.ed not to say anything

hitherto this afternoon, partly because I thiink I felt in some agreement

with the representative of New Zealand; but on this point that has just

been raised, as I understand it, by the representative of Canada, I feel

that we should have to think a little more on what is surely rather an

important pcint: whether the Director General can properly preside over
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the Executive Board, even though he would not have a vote. As I have always

understood the position, the Director General is partly, at any rate, a.

servant of the organisation, and I should have thought that it would be some-

what inappropriate to have him in a presiding capacity, where he is bound

perhaps even to encroach on his other functions as Director General. It has

been pointed out to me that some possible clue to this particular question

may be found in the prima facie contradiction between the terms of Article 71

(1) and 71 (2), in regard, to the relationship agreement between the

organisation and the United Nations. In the first passage which I have

mentioned it said: "which agreement shill be concluded by the Director

General and approved by the Conference"; whereas the second passage, which

relates to other organisations, says that. "Formal arrangements for

cooperation with such organizations may be entered into by the Executive

Board". Possibly the Representative of the United States could help us

here, ani say whether there is some significance in that, and whether it

bears on the functions which can properly attach to the

Director General.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does the Delegate of the United States wish to comment on that?

MR SCHWENGER (U.S.A.): Mr Chairman, I am glad that the Delegate for the United

Kingdom referred to this as a primafacie inconsistency. I think that there

is a reason for the difference that makes it fairly necessary if the operations

are going to go along smoothly. The first paragraph in Article 71, which

provides for agreements to be concluded by the Director General and approved

by the Conference, refers to the so-called treaties that are concluded

between the United Nations and the organisation, formal documents which

govern the relationship of the organisation with theUnited Nations for

time, until they are amended by a rather slow and cumbersome process.

For that reason it was considered essential that they be approved by the

Conference. I might add, also, that experience in negotiation of these

agreements between the Economic and Social Council, on behalf of the United

Nations, and the representatives of specialised organisations already in

existence led us to suggest that the actual negotiation be done by the
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Director General rather than by a larger group. As regards the things to be

done under the later paragraphs of this Article, they are of a less decisive

all-time character. They are more in the nature of working co-operation:

co-operation with other international organisations with related interests,

and to some extent day-to-day coordination. Having these done in a less

formal way, not requiring that they be approved by the Conference,

corrosponds with the nature of the thing itself.
If Imay,Mr Chairman, I would like also to take advantage of this

opportunity to speak to mention one point raised earlier in the discussion

by the Delegation from Norway, in response to an earlier remark of mine,

concerning theeffect of articlee 69 on the powers and competence of the

Director General, if I may just say a word about that. As I understand

it, thepointwas made that the existence of article 69, especially

paragraph 2, constituted a limitation on the power of the Director General.

I amquite sensible ofthe possibility that it can be so interpreted, and it

may be that it needs closer examination than we have already given it, in the

light of this possibility, whichwe were as anxiousto avoid as anybody.

I would like also to point out that there can be a reverse interpretation

put on the Article, and it was the reverse interpretation that we thought had

been writer in. you see, the commissions would be operating , in the

absence of paragraph of Article 69,without any formally necessary

relationship with the Secretariat, other than that of calling on the

for purely secretarial assistance. Our feeling was that the
Director General should, under the Charter, have the right to be
authorinatively represented in thc commissions, and what this in effect says is
theDeputyDirectorsGeneral shall be appointed by the Director General. They
are creaturesofthe Director General in this Charter, and we made quite a
point of that for the very reason that has been given by the Delegate of Norway
and by others. Then we gave him the right, through these creatures, to be

authoritavely presented on the commissions, In other words, you might
inter[ret it as having just exactly the reverse effect on his status, and Ithink thatwas our Interpretation of those Articles.
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MR COLBAN (Norway): I fully agree with the statement of the United Kingdom

Delegate with regard to the possibility of letting the Director General

preside at the Executive Board. As to the last remarks of the United

States representative, I would apologise for not haring made my point

perfectly clear, but my intention was, in omitting paragraph 2 of

Article 69, to slightly alter paragraph 2 of articlee 68 so as to read:

"The Director General or a Deputy Director General designated by him

shall participate, without the right to vote, in all meetings of the

conference and of the Executive Board" -- ."and of the comissions of

the organisation".
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MR. HOUTMAN (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,I think

in order to avoid the possible contradictions in the

second paragraph of Article 1 we should have a text to the

effect that the organization shall be brought into relation-

ship with the United Nations as soon as practicable, as one

of the specialized agencies, etc, and this relationship shall

be effected through an agreement with the United Nations

under Article 63 of the Charter of the United Nations.

which agreement shall be concluded by the Director General

and approved by the Conference. And further down, to

avoid any contradiction,we should mention, as regards

the question of agreement, that the President should

conclude that agreement, but that it should be subject to

the approval of the Executive Board. In both cases, there-

fore, theExecutive Board would deal with the relationship

between the different international organizations, but if

the question was one of agreement, the approval of the

Executive Board would be necessary. I think this does

away with the objections of the United Kingdom.

While I have the floor, Mr. Chairman, I do not see

why in Article 71, para. 2, it is said that the organization

shall co-operate with other international organizations

--hose interests and activities are related to its purpose,

-ith particular reference to the importance of food and

agriculture in relation to the subjects dealt with in

Chapter VI. I do not see why re emphasise so much the

importance of food and agriculture, Chapter VI, and

particularly paragraph (d), deals with the question of

exchange control, so I think it is important that there

should be sore relations between the I.T.C.and the Monetary
Fund as well as between the I.T.C. and F.A.O., so may I

ask the United States delegate to give us a few explanations
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on this question?

THE CKAIRMAN: Does the delegate of the United States wish to

comment on that?

MR. SCHWENGER (United States): Mr. Chairman, I believe

Chapter VI deals with Commodity Arrangements, and those

of you the have participated in the work of the Committee

at this Conference thus far which deals with Chapter VI

know that the work of that Committee,<. and, should

the I.T.C. be established, as is contemplated in this

Charter, subsequently the work of the Commodity Commission

also, is heavily weighted with considerations steaming
from agricultural commodities and the general problems

of food and agriculture, and for that reason, throughout

the work that went into the preparation of Chapter VI

of the Charter as a whole it has been thought that there

should be a rather specially close relationship between

F.A.O.and the work of the Commodity Commission; that

it right be that representatives of the F.A.O. should and

should have a particularly authoritative position at the

meetings of the Commodity Commission because of the inter-

relationship between the work of their organization and the

work of that Commission; and it was to keep that before

the world and before this organization that this particular

clause to which the delegate of Belgium has referred was

includedd in the Charter.

MR. DAO (China): Mr. Chairman, while on this Article 71, the

Chinese delegetion is of the same opinion as that of the

delegate of Belgium, that if we should make any special

reference to F.A.O. , probably the Bank and the Fund should

also be mentioned, in view of the fact that one of the

purposes is to encourage industrial development, and that

is closely related to investment.
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hille on this Article may.I seek some explanation

from the delegate of the United States on asra. 3, on

specific tasks. Does it mean that the Organization will

delegate pwcer to the nongovernmental organizations to

acke care of the particular task, or does it mean that

the Orzanizationw-ill ask the nogo,vernmental organizations
to make some special studies of problems?

And onplara, 4, probably the delegate of the

United Statesmaygyive us some idea of the other og-aniza-

tions that might be incorporatedw-ith or transferred to

the 'United Nations.

MR. SHWENGGER (United States): Mr. Chairman, I think Mr.

Kellgcg, wo hasw-orked on thisa: good deal, aey anw;er

taytmrore ilfieectie~ly than I.

MR.K EOLGG (United States):Mr . Chairman, in reply to

the first questionocf the deeg-ate of China, as to para.

3 and the specific tasks, the idea therew-as that it

mgzht turn out to be true that some of the nongovern-

mental organizations oculd undertake conveniently certain

studiesw-hichmightt be of value to theoPrganiaitocn.

'e had not thogsht of anything: in particular, but in

some cases these organizations have research staffs,

hrichmngzht be of value to the Organization, andw.e

-ant to make it possible to avail ourselves of their

facilities if it became Desirable or appropriate.

In reply to t-he second Question, as to para. 4, there

are in existence at the present time certain international

intergovernmental organizations in the field.of trade.

I have in mind particularly the Brussels Bureau for

publication cf Custons Tariffs, and there is also in

Berne, I believe, an rgaanization involved pith

Trade "arks. Late it might 'be found desirable to let
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the ner I.T.C. take over the work of these organizations .

We might find, in line with the suggestion of the delegate

of Norway, that we could get real economy in the field of

international organization by absorbing those older and

possibly superannuated institutions into ournew organiza-

tion, and thus saving money, and that was the reason for

the writing of para. 4, which, as you see, is as broad

as possible, to envisage any suitable kind of absorption,

co-operation or whatever you like.

MR.HOUTMAN(Belgium) (Interpretation.): Mr. Chairman, I wish

to modify the wording which was used in regard to the

Belgian agency. It is not an office for the publication

of tariffs, but an international office for customs

tariffs.

MR.SCHWENGER (United States):Perhaps I might add, Mr.

Chairman - Mr. Kellogg I am sure would wish me to - that

these particular organizations were mentioned merely as

examples, without implyirng necessarily that these

particular organizations might be incorporated or

brought in. What Mr. Kelloggsaid did not apply to any

one particular organization; it was purely hypothetical.

THE CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, our discussion has proceeded for

two and a half hour and I take it that we are approaching
the time when we would wish to adjourn. I do not wish to

cut of any discussion.if any delegate h1as an urge to

say something more zat this point. Is there anyt. ing more

that anyone wishes to bring up at this time, recognising,

of course, that there rill be opportunities to discuss

these matters further at our next creating?

.R. IMORAFX (Cuba): Mr. Chairan, I,-ould like to k=no7 hen our

ne;;t meeting is -oin.2 to take place, because for the last

ft days I have been chasing around oflfics to find out.
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THE CHAIRMAN : I will say to the delegate of Cuba that I had the

same question in mind and ras going to raise that in the

concluding moments ofour meeting. Before doing so, however,

I should like to raise the question of procedure .with

reference to dealing with the various suggestions that have

been made this afternoon. Those suggestions have been

very numerous, of course. We started by asking for discuss-

ion, I believe, on section F, but the discussion just

spread by dint of its or dynamics into Section G ns ell,

and I have not attemmpted to circumscribe the discussion in

any way. I am very glad it has covered both sections.

Now the comments which have been made this afternoon

would seem to me to traverse a rather wide gamut They

range all the way from the suggestion or the part of the

delegate of New Zealand, that perhapss --e might break off

further discussion of this matter at this time and await

the outcomeof the discusiions in the other Committecs.

If I have interpreted the implication of that he was

saying correctly, that would be it. Then there have been

various suggestions with reference to the size and the

flexiblilityof the Secretariat. Someof those were

general, and we have, I think, agreed thatthe Secretary

should make some report on the general questions raised

in that field by the delegate from Norway

Then, finally, there have beon numerous suggestions

and comments with reference to the specific Articles that

are contained under Section F and Section G. It is f or the

Cormit tee, of curse, to decide ho7- it mishes to proceed in

dealing further -ith these various comments. I . culd like

to e7press the feeling that,I-hile th ere is a great deal

in. the suggestion made that it -ould be v-ery difficult
to deal in any de~inr itive -ay -pit -7any of these matters
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until we have had a more complete discussion of the

substantive matters that are being taken up in the other

Committees, nevertheless, assuming that everything that

re discuss and agree' upon at this stage is provisional,

yet we could continue to take up these various Sections

on organization and proceed as far as possible.

I hope we shall not get into a position where

practically all thework of this Committee is to be done

just the day before we are going a board ship to go home.

In order to expedite considferation of the various points

that have been raised, and take them up in an orderly

way, I should like to suggest that it might be desirable

for the Secrctary to take all of the suggestions that have

come-up in this noeting, to assort and assemble them,

and to out them on the agenda for tihe next meeting for

further discussion, and that our Committeeshould take

then up one by one, in order, as they relate to the

various pararaphs of the suggested Charter.

That may or may not be a feasible suggestion. It

is only an honest attemptt on the part of the Chairman to

suggest some orderly procedure for bringing; to a head

the matters that have been brought into discussion today.

Is that suggestion apreeable to the Committee?

If so, I take it that the Secretary will consider

himself instructed to proceed on that basis. I imagine that

it -ill take him some tine to prepare and distribute that

su-nary, and that it nay not be feasible, therefore, for

-thls Ocn-oittee to neet befo-e Tuesday at the earliest. I

aL not undertaking that -e could meet on Tuesday, because

I believe -e should need time for the Secretary tc prepare

and distribute this document, and the zenbers -.ould probably

r.ish to lookr at it, and that -ould orcbably run us through
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Monday.

MR. PIERCE (Canada): Mr. Chairman, need we wait for the

summary of this meeting before proceeding to other itse

orn the agenda? It appears to me that most of them stand by

themselves and that .e could meet as soon as .-e can

arangea meeting and go ahead, and then w hen the summary

catches up rith us, deal with, those items as they arrive.

MR. CLINKARD (New Zealand): MrChairmar, it appears to me

that the Committee has a very proper anxiety to get as much

of its work done as it can while the other Committees are

sitting. I think that is a very proper view of the needs

of the position, but I think that at the same time you are

faced with an interminable difficulty to that you can

usefuily discuss until the other Committees have mainly

finished, their work. Trying to reconcile those two ideas,

it would seem to me that the desirable thing at this stage
is to go through this agenda as reasonably rapidly; as we
can, with the greatest possible avoidance of discussion of

details, about whichwe can have interminable talk, but

about which we cannot really come to any conclusion in

the amoiguity as to our objective. It therefore seems to

e thatwhatthis Committee should do at this sta-e is to

address itself to this agenda and to go through the agenda

as rapidly as it can, sketching, so to speak, a picture of

where we are likely to get to, without having these long
discussions across the table as to the exact meaning of

certain paragraphs of the United States Charter, which

necessarily, is a thing which we have to discuss in the main,
but I do not think we rant to start discussing the details

o,. that or any other decent at this time. It seems to me

we shoud address ourselves the a viewing of the position
as a whole and to the consideration of the various items
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on our agenda, and particularly those on which we can

make some process, and not to get into a wilderness of

detail on each item at this time, because you are sure to

have to cover it all again when the work of the other

Committees is finished. That is my endeavour, to decide

uponr a middle course between leaving, it all over until

the end of the work of the other Committees and trying to

do it all in detail now.

THE CHAIRMAN : Isuggest that the item put forward by the

delegateofNew Zealand might be the first item on the

agenda at the next meeting. It concerns a basic assumption

witfregard to the procedure which we should. follow from
this point. We have two alternatives: on the one hand,

going through the organisaticn provisions of the Charter

as rapidly as possible to get a bird's eye viewof what

they involve, to see that the organizational problem. may

be so far as can be told in the light of what is knownabout

the substantive work of the other Committees; and on the

other hand there is a possibilityof continuing, as has

been suggested, taking up whatthey seem the most

routine and least controversial parts of the organizational

chaptre and getting as much of that settled or

provisionally discussed and settled as is possible. We

could take that matter up again at the next meeting,

because it is gettinglate. I only aIso to add this that

we had tentatively decided to go forward on the basis of

taking up those more routine parts first and to change

at this time would be a reversal of the first decision made

by the Committee. of course, that is within the power of

the Committee if it wishes to do so, but it is getting late

and I suggested we ought not to try to decide that tonight.

There remains the suggestion of when we meet next.
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suggest that we endeavour to have a meetingg on Monday,
if the Secretariat can arrange it. Is that agreeable to

thr Committee?

MR. HOUTMAN (Belgium) (Interpretation): Monday afternoon,

Mr. Chairman, at the same time?

THE CHAIRMAN : It is impossible to say at this time just

what the time would be.

MR. HOUTMAN (Beligium) (Interpretation): Shallwe know from

the Journal on Monday morning?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

(Cuba): I suggested that we have to arrange our

work here, and unless tere is a reasonable probability

that we can meet on Monday it mightbe wiser to say

definitelynow that we aregoing to meet on Tuesday.

THE SECRETARY: Mr. Chairman, it is not entirely within the

competenceofthe Secretariatof thisCommittee to make

decisions now regarding next week's programme, because

meetings of this Committee have to be fitted into a

fairly tight schedule, and it will depend to some extent

on the wishes of the other Committees, as well as our own

wishes, as to just when and how frequently we can meet.

The practice up to now has been to decide, very largely
on a day to day basisthe programme of meetings of all

the Committees and Sub-Committees. I hope it rnay be

possible before the weekend, either tonight or tomorrow,

to get a fairly accurate idea as to what the programme is

likely to be, at least for the first half of next week.

I cannot promise that information will be available by

tomorrow , but I will undertake to take it up with the

Executive Secretary tonight, and if there is a possibility

of giving some indication in the Journal for tomorrow, let

us say, that will bedone, otherwise it will certainly be,
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published in the Journal that appears early Monday

I should add that if any member of the Committee would

care to get intouch with myself or any of the members of

the Secretariat of this Committee at any time on the

telephone we would be happy to give the such information

as we have about Committee meetings.

MR.MORAN (Cuba): Mr. Chairman , I understood we were going to

choose the date of the next meeting for Monday, but do I

understand now that we are to wait for the news from the

Secretariat before we knowwhen we are going to meet?

THE CHAIRMAN : In reply to the delegate of Cuba, I think the

best way to put it is to say that we are asking that a

meeting be arranged as soon as possible next week. If it

is possible to arrangeit on Monday we will meet then.

Is there any more business to come before this

meeting? If not, we adjourn.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m.::.


